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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently a great deal of progress has been made in the study of 
groups of automorphisms of operator algebras and states invariant 
under the automorphisms. We are then given a C*-algebra Q!, a 
group G of automorphisms of GY satisfying certain requirements and 
want to draw conclusions about the invariant states and the fixed 
point algebra in LY under G. The present paper is concerned both 
with this problem and the converse one. In the latter case we are given 
a state p of a C*-algebra O? and want to find a group G of auto- 
morphisms of G! with respect to which p is invariant, such that the 
above mentioned theory is applicable. In some cases we find a natural 
abelian subalgebra 9 of OZ, which is the fixed points of a group G 
and a canonical G-invariant projection @ of U onto 9 such that 
p = (p ) 9) 0 @. Then we can prove theorems on integral decompo- 
sition of states. 
The main portion of this paper rests largely on the results of 
KovPcs and Sziics [13]. Given a von Neumann algebra 9 and a group 
G of automorphisms (i.e. *-automorphisms) of 9, we say .J% is G- 
finite if there is a family 5 of normal G-invariant states of 9 such that 
if A is a nonzero positive operator in 9 then for some p in F, p(A) # 0. 
We shall for simplicity say that 9 separates 99. Then there is a 
unique faithful, normal, G-invariant projection @ of 9 onto the 
fixed point algebra B in 9, and p = (p 1 B) 0 @ for all normal G- 
invariant states [13], for a shorter proof see [4]. In section 2 we develop 
the theory in more detail when W is semi-finite and the automorphisms 
leave the center of 9 elementwise fixed. It is for example shown that 
under these assumptions 9 is G-finite if and only if 9 is H-finite for 
any group of automorphisms of A’% with fixed points B. Hence the 
* This work is partially supported by NSF Grant 8915. 
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projection @ is invariant under every automorphism of 99 leaving ‘B 
elementwise fixed. 
In Section 3 the setting of the preceding section is specialized to 9 
being of type I (= discrete in [3]). The main result, theorem 3.5, 
add two more equivalent conditions to those in the previous sections 
under which a subalgebra B containing the center of 9, is the fixed 
points of a group G of automorphisms with respect to which .% is 
G-finite. The result is a natural globalization of the known local result 
when 9 is a type I factor, in which case %’ n .9? is a product of finite 
type I factors [I3]. 
If p is a state of a C*-algebra 6!!! we denote by 8, the C”-subalgebra 
of 6Y consisting of those B in 02 for which p(AB-BA) = 0 for all 
A E a. If a has identity, always denoted by I, and G,, denotes the 
group of automorphisms of 0L of the form A + UAU -l with U 
unitary in 8, , then p is Go-invariant. In particular, if p is faithful 
and normal, and a is a von Neumann algebra, then 6? is Go-finite 
and the developed techniques are available. In Section 4 these ideas 
are exploited to give canonical integral decomposition of states of 
some C*-algebras into semi-finite factor states. 
We refer the reader to the two books of Dixmier [2], [3], for the 
general theory of von Neumann and P-algebras, and the paper of 
Guichardet [7] for that of infinite tensor products. If Q! and ‘B are 
C*-algebras, a linear map @ of 6!! into B is positive if @(A) > 0 
whenever A > 0. @ is said to be faithful if the only operator A 3 0 
such that @(A) = 0 is 0. The dual map @* : B* + 0’” of @ is 
w*-continuous and defined by q*(p) = p 0 @. If Q(1) = I and @ is 
positive then @* carries the state space S(8) of % into that of 6!?. 
If v is a measure on S(B) we denote by Q*(V) the measure p on S(g) 
such that 
If 8 C 02 contains the identity in 0l we say di is a projection if di is 
positive and @ 1 !B is the identity map. With G a group of auto- 
morphisms of GT, @ is said to be G-invariant if @ 0 g = @ for all g E G. 
When no confusion is possible this terminology is used more 
generally. If CY is a semi-finite von Neumann algebra we shall use the 
name center trace of G? for the map tl of Dixmier [2] associated with 
the center of @. If %’ is a Hilbert space B(Z) denotes the 
von Neumann algebra of all bounded operators on &. We denote 
by C,(a) the central carrier of a projection E in a von Neumann 
algebra M. If 6!! is a C*-algebra and p a state of 62 then there is a 
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Hilbert space &D , a representation z-P of cpl on &0 , and a unit vector 
x, in Z0 cyclic under ~~(a) such that p = wzP 0 7rD . 
2. SEMI-FINITE VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS 
As already noted in ([2] Ch. I. $9), [9] and [14] there is a great 
deal of difference between von Neumann algebras of Type III and 
semi-finite von Neumann algebras with respect to invariant states 
under groups of automorphisms. In this section we shall study the 
nicer semi-finite situation. We first modify a part of ([14] Thm. 2.2). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 9 be a semi-$nite won Neumann algebra with 
center V. Let # be a faithful normal center trace of 93’. Let G be a group 
of automorphisms of W leaving V elementwise Jixed. If the normal 
G-invariant states of 9 separate V+ then # is G-invariant. 
Proof. Identify V with L,“(Z, V) for some locally compact 
HausdorB space 2, and denote by ‘3+ the positive v-measurable 
functions on 2, cf. ([2], p. 260). S ince # 0 g is a faithful normal center 
trace of 5%’ for each g in G, there exists by ([2,] p. 260) a unique 
J20 E @+ with 0 < &(c) < + cc locally almost everywhere on 2 
such that for all A E W+, Ib(g(A)) = Q,#W If g, h E G then 
QgaV) = ~WW) = QgtWW) = QgQdWW so by uniqueness 
of Qg P $?&a = .Qph locally almost everywhere. Suppose le, # I 
for some g. Then there exists g E G and a measurable nonzero set 
Y C 2 such that QJ[) < 1 on Y. Let P denote the projection in V 
corresponding to the characteristic function of Y. Considering 9P 
instead of W and using the assumption on normal G-invariant states, 
we may assume P = I. Let p be a normal G-invariant state of W. 
Let R denote the support of the normal trace (p 1 @+) 0 #, cf. ([2] 
p. 260). Then R E V, and again considering WR instead of W we may 
assume R = I, i.e. (p 1 @+) 0 # is a faithful normal trace of W. Let 
E be any non-zero finite projection in 3%’ such that suptEz #(E)(C) < CO. 
Let E > 0, let n be a positive integer so large that 
0 < QoW W)(5) < ~9 
hence 0 < cZ,“#(E) < ~1. Therefore 
0 -=c P(Q,“WN = P 0 YQ’V)) -= l . 
By ([14] Lem. 2.1) glt(E) --t 0 strongly. Therefore, 
PW = Pknv3 - 0, P(E) = 0. 
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If F denotes the support of p we can find a projection E like the one 
above with E < F. But by the preceding E = 0, which is a contra- 
diction. Therefore Q, = I for all g E G, hence J, o g = 4 for all g E G. 
The proof is complete. 
Note that the above lemma is trivial if A? is of type I, since in that 
case every automorphism in G is inner [2, p. 2561. Combining 
Lemma 2.1 with [2, p. 2651 we have 
COROLLARY 2.2. With the assumption as in Lemma 2.1 every 
normal semi-finite trace of W is G-invariant. 
It is often of interest to know if an automorphism of a von Neumann 
algebra carries a projection into an equivalent projection. The 
following corollary, which will not be used in the sequel, is of this 
tY Pee 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let 9 be a von Neumann algebra and G a group 
of automorphisms of 9 leaving the center V of 9 elementwise fixed. 
Suppose the normal G-invariant states of W separate Vf. Then every 
projection E in 9 such that E$?E is countably decomposable, is equivalent 
to g(E) for every g E G. 
Proof. Let g E G. Since g leaves V elementwise fixed 
c,,E)(a) = cE(g,) 
for every projection E in 9. Furthermore, the semi-finite and the 
type III portions of 9 can be considered separately. In the type III 
case E -g(E) by ([2] p. 320). If 9I? is semi-finite pj(g(E)) = v(E) 
for every normal semi-finite trace y of 9 by Corollary 2.2. Thus 
E -g(E) bY u21 exercise 5, p. 324). 
In semi-finite von Neumann algebras one can often construct 
G-invariant states as follows. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let 9 be a semi-fkite von Neumann algebra and G a 
group of automorphisms of W leaving the center of W elementwise fixed. 
Suppose E is a Jinite nonzero projection in 9 invariant under G. Let y 
be a normal semi-finite trace of 68 such that F(E) = 1. Then the state 
~(4 = v(EAE) is normal and G-invariant. 
Proof. If g E G let g, denote the automorphism of ES?E defined 
by g,(EAE) = QU)E, and let G, be the corresponding group of 
gE’s. Let @ denote the unique normal center trace of the finite 
von Neumann algebra Ek%?E with CD(E) = E([2] p. 267). By uniqueness 
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@ is GE-invariant, hence in particular EY$?E is GE-finite ([13] Thm. 2). 
Let % denote the center of W. Then %‘E is the center of E95?E ([2] p. 19), 
hence is left elementwise fixed under G, . By Corollary 2.2 every 
normal semi-finite trace of E9?E is GE-invariant. In particular, with 
p and F as in the lemma and g E G, then p(g(A)) = p(g,(EAE)) = 
?(EAE) = p(A), so p is G-invariant. 
The next lemma is a slight generalization of ([2] Lem. 1, p. 127). 
We denote by X- the weak closure of a family X of operators. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let 93Y be a van Neumann algebra. Let G be a group 
of automorphisms of 9 leaving the center V of 9 elementwise fixed. 
Suppose the normal G-invariant states of 9 separate 53. Suppose q~ is a 
faithful normal semi-jinite grace of .B?+ and let & denote the ideal of 
deJCinition of + ([2] p. 80). Let 23 denote the fixed point algebra in 9 
under G. If T E A@ let X, = conv (g(T) : g E G). Then XT- C A*, 
and ST- n !B is non-empty. 
Proof. C; defines on 4; a pre-Hilbert space structure with norm 
]I 112. We may assume I/ TII < 1 and (1 T [I2 < 1. Then for g E G, 
11 g( T)/I < 1, since every automorphism of g is an isometry, and 
/I g(T)(I, ,( 1, since by Corollary 2.2 v is G-invariant. Let X denote 
the unit ball in the pre-Hilbert space Al-, and let gR, denote that of W 
(with respect to the norm 11 II). Then Xr C X n 5@i. Now 
P = IL, %z, ([2] p. 83). Thus v(S* S) = COiEJ 11 S,= II2 is a function 
of S semi-continuous from below for the weak topology on 9. 
Therefore X is weakly compact, and Xr- C X n sr . In particular, 
s-6, c Jo. 
The convex set Zris stable under G, hence so is Xr-. The function 
S --f II S II2 obtains its minimum on Xr-, the minimum being unique 
because v is faithful, so A+ is strictly convex with respect to the 
norm 1) I2 . Let T, denote the minimum. Since I] T, iI2 = Ilg(T,)I/, , 
T, = g( T,) for all g E G. Hence T, E Xr- n 8. The proof is complete. 
The main result of this section follows. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let 9 be a semi-Jinite von Neumann algebra. Let 
G be a group of automorphisms of 9 leaving the center of 9 elementwise 
Jixed. Let 8 denote the fixed point algebra in W under G. Then the 
following four conditions are equivalent. 
(1) &? is G-Jinite. 
(2) Every non-zero projection F in !I3 major&es a nonxero pro- 
jection E in 23 which is Jinite in W. 
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(3) 9 is H-finite for any group H of automorphisms of 9 with 
fixed points 23. 
(4) There exists a faithful normal projection Q, of &’ onto B such 
that CD = (9 o 01 for every automorphism 01 of 9 leaving 23 elementwise 
Jixed. 
Proof. (1) z= (2). Suppose 9 is G-finite. Let V denote the center 
of 3’. Then $7 C b. Considering S?P instead of 2 for some projection 
P in %? we may assume &? has a faithful normal semi-finite trace 9. 
Since 9 is G-finite there is a unique faithful normal G-invariant pro- 
jection @ of A@ onto 8. Let F be a non-zero projection in 8. Consider 
the von Neumann algebra F9F and the automorphism g, induced 
by g in G on F9F by g,(FAF) = Fg(A)F. Then the fixed points in 
F%‘F under the group G, of the g, is FBF, F9F is G,-finite, and 
F@F : FL%‘F + FBF by FAF -+ F@(A)F is the unique normal G,- 
invariant projection of F92F onto F;dF. Thus in order to prove 2) we 
may assume F = I. Let T E .!%Y’, and let Y, be as in Lemma 2.5. 
By ([I31 Thm. 1) (Q(T)) = XT- n !B (the reader should note how 
Lemma 2.5 is sharpened at this point under the assumption that W 
be G-finite). If Q is a finite projection in .%? and & denotes the ideal 
of definition of +, then Q E ~‘0. By Lemma 2.5 Xo- C ~0. Therefore 
in particular, @(Q) E ~0, hence Q(Q)” E ~8 r‘l23. If E is any nonzero 
spectral projection in B of a(Q)” then E E .A, so is finite. Thus (2) 
follows. 
(2) 3 (3). Let H b e a group of automorphisms of .J%’ with fixed 
points !l3. Suppose (2) holds. Let A # 0 be a positive operator in d. 
Let F be a nonzero spectral projection of A in 8, so F < nA for 
a positive integer n. Let 0 # E < F be a finite projection in d. 
Let 9) be a normal semi-finite trace of 9 such that y(E) = 1. Let p 
denote the normal state p(B) = v(EBE). By Lemma 2.4 p is H- 
invariant, and p(A) >, n-$(F) > n-$(E) # 0. By ([13] Prop. 1) 
9 is H-finite. 
(3) s (4). Let H be the group of all automorphisms of W leaving 
!8 elementwise fixed. By (3) 9 is H-finite. Hence (4) follows ([13] 
Thm. 2). 
(4) rj (1). The map @ in (4) is in particular G-invariant. Hence 
9 is G-finite ([13] Thm. 2). The proof is complete. 
In the notation above it follows that if 9 is G-finite and has a 
faithful normal semi-finite trace then b = (b n A)“. That there 
exists a normal projection of 9 onto 11J under these circumstances 
can also be deduced from ([I] p. 635). 
5SO/S/I-4 
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A.s an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.6 we have ([14] Thm. 2.2), 
considering the group H of inner automorphisms of 9. 
COROLLARY 2.7. If in the above theorem 23 equals the center of g 
then S? isjnite and @ is the center trace of 9. 
Theorem 2.6 is false if 9’ is of type III. In fact, let W be a type III 
factor and G a group of automorphisms of W such that 9 is G-finite 
and 8 is the scalars. Such an example is exhibited in [15]. If p is the 
(unique) normal G-invariant state of W then p is not a trace, hence the 
conclusions of Theorem 2.6 do not hold. Slightly more generally 
we have, using that p = (p ( 2J) 0 @ [13], 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let W be a factor, and G a group of automorphisms 
of 9 such that 9 is G-$nite. Let b denote thefixedpoints in 9 under G. 
If there exist a normal G-invariant state p of .3? and an automorphism 
01 of 9 leaving !$3 elementwise fixed such that p # p o 01, then 9 is of 
type III. 
The next corollary will be useful in Section 3.l 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let notation and assumptions be as in Theorem 2.6. 
If 98 is G-jinite then b’ n 9 is a $nite von Neumann algebra. 
Proof. With Q, as in the theorem, @(A) = cD( UAU-l) for 
all unitaries U in b’ n 9. Now ~0 : 8’ n W -+ b. But if g E G, 
B’ E 119’ n 9 and B E 8, then g(B’)B = g(B’B) = g(BB’) = Bg(B’), 
so g(B’) ES’ n 9. Thus by ([13] Thm. 1) @(B’) E?ZJ’ n Si’, hence 
@ : b’ n 9 + 8’ n b, so is a center valued trace. In particular d’ n 9 
is finite. 
We conclude this section by noting that the assumption that b 
should contain the center of 9 is necessary in order that Theorem 2.6 
be true. Indeed, if W = L,“(T, , dx), where Tl is the circle group, 
and dx the Haar measure, then W is ergodic under translations with 
the faithful normal invariant state p(f) = Jf (x) dx. However, 
p # p o CY for some automorphism a! of 94’. 
3. TYPE I VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS 
In this section we shall assume the von Neumann algebra 9? is of 
type I and continue the studies of the preceding section, Results of 
1 I am indebted to G. Elliott for pointing out an error in an early version of this 
corrolary. 
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the kind we shall prove, have been obtained when W = s(s) in [I], 
[II] and [13]. If 9! has a nondiscrete center the following concept, 
first introduced by Kadison, [IO], will be important. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let V be an abelian von Neumann algebra and b 
a von Neumann subalgebra of 97. We say a nonzero projection E in 23 
is minimal in b relative to ‘% if no projection in 8 with the same central 
carrier as E in %’ is properly less than E. 8 is said to be totally atomic 
over V if every nonzero projection in 23 majorizes a nonzero projection 
in 23 minimal in b relative to Vs. 
We note for further use that if 9 is a von Neumann algebra with 
center V then C,(g) = C,(%‘) f or all projections E in 9. Indeed, 
if V’ acts on a Hilbert space %’ then 
C,(V) = [Wlw] 3 [WE3Epl = c,(a) E %?, 
so they are equal by definition of the central carrier. 
A trivial modification of ([IO] Remarks, p. 462) gives 
LEMMA 3.2. Let W be an abelian von Neumann algebra. Let b 
be an abelian von Neumann subalgebra of V’ containing 59. Then a 
nonzero projection E in b is minimal in b relative to V if and only if 
EB = E%. 
LEMMA 3.3.2 Let 9’ be a finite von Neumann algebra of type I. Let 
B be an abelian von Neumann subalgebra of W containing the center V 
of @. Then B is totally atomic over V. 
Proof. Let P be a nonzero projection in b. Considering Q&? 
with Q a projection in V we may assume 9 is homogeneous, so 
&?‘%@MM,, where M, denotes the complex n x n matrices 
([2] pp. 252-253). Let X be a compact Hausdorff space such that 
V g C(X). Then we can identify X with the structure space of @, 
since &%? is a C*-algebra with continuous trace ([3] 4.5.2). For 7~ E X 
let m, = min {tr(E) : E a nonzero projection in rr(PbP)), where 
tr ldenotes the trace of M, with tr(1) = n. Since the map 7r --+ tr(+A)), 
A E 9+, is continuous on X, and m, is a nonzero integer, there exists 
Z-, E X such that mVO = m = minim, : rr E X}. Since b is a 
von Neumann algebra and n(b) a (finite dimensional) von Neumann 
algebra there is a projection E in PBP such that tr(rr,(E)) = m. By 
continuity of the map YT -+ tr(n(E)) there is an open-closed neighbor- 
hood U of n0 such that tr(rr(E)) = m for VT E U. Considering QE 
* This lemma is a consequence of ([20] Lem. 8). 
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instead of E with Q a projection in %? majorized by the projection in @? 
corresponding to the characteristic function for U we may assume 
tr(n(E)) = 0 or m for all 7~ E X. Thus E < P and tr(rr(E)) = 0 or m 
for all r E X, i.e. r(E) is a minimal projection in rr(%) whenever it 
is nonzero. Suppose G is a projection in 23 with Co(@) = C,(W) and 
G < E. Then n(G) # 0 if and only if 0 f 7r(C,(9)) = z(C,(W)) 
if and only if n(E) f 0. Since n(G) ,< r(E) and n(E) is minimal, 
n(G) = r(E) f or all rr E X. Thus G = E, and E is minimal in B 
relative to %?. Since E < P and P was arbitrary in 23, B is totally 
atomic over V. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let W be a von Neumann algebra of type I and B 
a van Neumann subalgebra of 9# containing the center of 9. Then 8 is 
semi-finite (resp. type I) if and only 8’ n 9 is semi-finite (resp. type I). 
Proof. Let V denote the center of A?. Since 23 1 V it suffices to 
consider WP with P a projection in V, hence to assume W homo- 
geneous, say 9 g ZY @ b(Z) ([2] pp. 252-253). Furthermore, since 
every abelian von Neumann algebra is isomorphic to a maximal 
abelianone([2],pp. 117-118), and we only consider subalgebras of 9, 
we may assume 9 = 9 @B(Z) with 9’ maximal abelian. Now 
$“@CCb’n%‘,hence(B’~W)‘C(%“@C)‘=8’@%(~)=9. 
If 8’ n 9 is semi-finite (resp. type I) so is (S’ n 53) = b ([2] p. 101, 
p. 123). Since b is normal in W, i.e. 23 = (S’ n 9)’ n 9 ([2] exercise 
13b, p. 307) the converse follows by symmetry. 
We can now state the main result of this section. It generalizes 
the results in [I], [II], [13] mentioned above, and adds to the four 
equivalent conditions in Theorem 2.6 two more when 9 is of type I. 
It should also be noted that the theorem is more general than Theorem 
2.6 in that we do not a priori assume the existence of a group of 
automorphisms with fixed points b. This is due to the failure of 
normalcy of subalgebras of type II von Neumann algebras. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let W be a von Neumann algebra of type I. Let 
b be a von Neumann subalgebra of 9 containing the center V of 8. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) W is G-jinite for some group G of automorphisms of 9 with 
fixedpointsd. 
(2) B’ n 8 is jinite and there exists a faithful normal projection 
of 92 onto23. 
(3) b’ n 92 is finite of type I, and its center is totally atomic 
over V. 
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Proof. By ([2] exercise 13b, p. 307), % = (23’ n 9) n g. Let G 
denote the group of automorphisms of 8 of the form A - UAW’ 
with U unitary in 8’ n 9. Then b is the fixed points in %? under G. 
By Theorem 2.6 we may assume the group in (I) is G. The pattern 
of the proof will be (1) o (2) and (1) e (3). 
By Corollary 2.9 (1) * (2). C onversely assume (2). Let F be a 
nonzero projection in %. Then there exists a nonzero projection in B 
which is finite in %? and majorized by F. In fact, by Lemma 3.4 B is 
semi-finite, hence there exists a nonzero projection E in % which is 
finite in !ZJ and E < F. If # is a faithful normal projection of 9 onto 2J 
then $(EAE) = E#(A)E, see, e.g., [I] or [18]. Therefore, in order 
to exhibit a nonzero projection in% which is finite in .?J? and majorized 
by F, it suffices to consider E.%YE, E23E, and E$E, i.e. we may assume % 
is finite. Let H denote the group of automorphisms A - C’AC’m-’ 
of J$! with U unitary in 8. If p? is any normal finite trace of 23 then 
p? 0 # is H-invariant. Since 8 is finite, such traces separate 8’. Since $ 
is faithful &? is H-finite. Let 7 denote the faithful normal H-invariant 
projection of 8 onto 8’ n $? [13, Thm. 21. Applying the preceding 
to q and 8’ n &’ instead of fi and b we obtain a faithful normal 
G-invariant projection @ of &! onto 8. By theorem 2.6 B (or rather 
E%3E in our notation) is generated by projections which are finite in *%? 
(or rather in E92E). Thus there is a non-zero projection in ‘13 which is 
finite and majorized by F. By Theorem 2.6 ,g is G-finite, hence 
(2) =G- (1). 
(1) * (3). Assume W is G-finite. Then 6% is of type I. Indeed, 
since B 3 V, considering 9fP if necessary with P a projection in V, 
we may assume 9 is homogeneous, and also assume W = % @ %(,X) 
and that there is a faithful normal semi-finite trace ‘p of %. Let ??(&?) 
denote the completely continuous operators on .rX. Then the C*- 
algebra %? @ q(Z) is the uniform closure of the ideal of definition 
of v. By the remark following Theorem 2.6% 5 (8 n (V @ %(.Y)))“. 
But ‘B n (V @ %7(&Y)) is a luminal (= CCR) C*-algebra, hence its 
weak closure is of type I ([3] 5.5.2), hence so is ‘23.3 By Corollary 2.9 
8’ n 3 is finite and by Lemma 3.4 of type I It therefore remains to 
show its center 2 = %’ n 8 is totally atomic over W. Let F be a 
nonzero projection in 3”. Since 23 is of type I there exists, making 
use of Theorem 2.6, a non-zero abelian projection E in B which is 
finite in @, and E < F. Now EBE is finite of type I, E23E = SE is 
abelian and contains the center %E of E9E. By Lemma 3.3 ZTE is 
s To show 8 is of type I, it is easier to apply [19], as was pointed out to me by 
G. Elliott. 
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totally atomic over %E. In particular, there is a projection Q in SE 
minimal relative to WE. By Lemma 3.2 Z?@Q = %Q. Let CY denote 
the isomorphism %“E -j %“C,(%) by a(AE) = AC,(b). Since 
Q E SE there is a projection P E 9 such that Q = PE. Let 
Q’ = a(Q) = PC,(B). Then 
9’Q’ = %opc,(S) = a(S’PE) = a(3Q) = a(%‘Q) 
= a(WEP) = WC&B) = %?p. 
By Lemma 3.2 Q’ is minimal in 2 relative to V. Since Q’ < F 
(3) follows. 
(3) * (1). Assume (3) and let G be as above. Let F be a nonzero 
projection in 2% By (3) there exists a nonzero abelian projection E 
in b majorized by F with P = C,(b) minimal in 9’ relative to V. 
By Lemma 3.2 %“P = %‘P, hence E23E = SE = ?TE. Thus 
(1) E9E = (EVE) n W = (EbE)’ n 92 = (ES’) n 9. 
But (ES’) A W E (PB’) A 9?. In fact, if B’ E?Z~’ and EB’ E .c%? then 
it suffices to show PB’ E 9%‘. For this it suffices to show PB’ E (P9’)‘. 
Vectors of the form y = .ZB,Eyi and z = 2XjE.zj with B, , C, ES, 
yi , Z~ E &? are dense in P(X). Therefore it suffices to show for y and z 
as described, if A’ E 9%” then 
(2) (B’A’y, z) = (A’B’y, z). 
But 
z (B’A’BiEy, 9 CjEZ,) = C (BiEy, 9 CjA’*EB’*Ez,) 
ii 
= z (BiEyi 9 Cj(B’*E) A’*Ezj) 
= C (A’B’BiEyi , CjEZj), 
ii 
so (2) holds. Therefore by (l), since P ES’ r\ 9, E9E s (P?W) n 8 = 
P(!W n 9). Since b’ n 9l? is finite, so is P(23’ n &?), and therefore 
E.G?E. Hence E is a finite projection in 9 majorized by F. By 
Theorem 2.6 (1) follows. The proof is complete. 
It should be remarked that every automorphism 01 of 9 leaving s 
elementwise fixed is in G. In fact, since b 1 V, iy is inner ([2] p. 256), 
so there is a unitary U in 9!? such that a(A) = UAU-l. Since (Y 
leaves B elementwise fixed, U E b’ n W so 01 E G. Therefore 
condition (1) in Theorem 3.5 is equivalent to (1’). 
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There exists a faithful normal projection @ of 9 onto !B such that 
@(A) = @(U/l U-l) for all unitary operators U in %’ n 9. 
In order that (2) z- (1) in the above theorem it is indeed necessary 
that d’ n B be finite. For example, if 9 is a type I, factor acting on 
a separable Hilbert space, 23 the scalars, then (1) does not hold while 
there exists a faithful normal state of 6%. 
4. INTEGRAL DECOMPOSITION 
The present section is devoted to a new approach to the theory of 
integral decomposition for states of C*-algebras. It is inspired by the 
theory of normalized traces, which by the results of Thoma [17] 
form a simplex the extreme points of which are factor traces. From the 
measure theoretic point of view our approach is very primitive, as the 
only such result used is the Riesz-Markov Theorem ([S] p. 247) for 
functionals of C(X). Th e main idea is contained in the following 
lemma, which is proved by straightforward computation. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let 6Y be a C*-algebra and p a state of O?. Let 
d, = (B E 02 : p(AB - BA) = 0 for all A e a}. Then 55, is a C*- 
algebra. If 6l has identity and G, denotes the group of automorphisms 
of CPI of the form A + UAU-l with L’ unitary in 23, , then p is G,- 
invariant. 
Note that p 1 B, is a trace. If GY is a von Neumann algebra and p a 
normal state then d, is a von Neumann algebra. We shall first study 
this situation. It is well known that a normal state of a type I factor W 
is of the form p(A) = v(SA), where v is a normal semi-finite trace 
of 9? and S is a positive operator in 9. We first prove a global form of 
this result; it should be noted that the next lemma can be read out 
of [12]. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let &? be a von Neumann algebra of type I and p a 
normal state of 9’. Then there exist a normal semi-finite trace F of 92 
and an operator S in ,%? with 0 < S < I such that p(A) = q(SA) for 
all A in 9’. 
Proof. Let E, be the central projection on the type I, portion 
of 9 ([2] p. 252). Then p(E,) # 0 for at most a countable number 
of -%a’~. If P I En < p(R) vn I %E, with vn a normal semi-finite trace 
of 9% , let T = C pVL) vn . Then q is a normal semi-finite trace 
of 9 and p < v. We may therefore assume 9 = V Q 23(X) with %? 
abelian ([Z] p. 252). Let #’ be a faithful normal semi-finite center 
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trace of &? ([2] p. 266). Let F be a l-dimensional projection in 8(Z). 
Let Q = +‘(I OF). Identify the center of k? with L,“(Z, V) as on 
([2] p. 260). Th en Q(c) > 0 locally almost everywhere. For 
if not, there exists A E V+ such that (A @ 1)Q = 0. But then 
0 = #‘((I @ F)(A @I)) = #‘(A OF). Since Z/ is faithful A Q F = 0, 
hence A = 0. Define # by #(B) = Q-l+‘(B) for B E 9’. Then # 
is a faithful normal semi-finite center trace of 9‘. If E is an abelian 
projection in G? then E N C,(W)(I Q F) ([2] p, 251); the two pro- 
jections are in fact exchanged by a unitary operator in 3 ([2] p. 243). 
Let w denote the restriction of p to the center of 9‘. Let v 
denote the normal semi-finite trace w 0 # of a([21 p. 263). Then 
q(E) = 4$(E)) = w(C,(W>) 2 p(E), hence y(E) b p(E) for all 
abelian projections in 9’. An ‘easy Zorn’s Lemma argument shows 
that every projection F in W is a sum of orthogonal abelian projections. 
By ([2] exercise 9, p. 65) q(F) > p(F), and consequently v > p, An 
application of ([2] p. 91) completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let 99 be a von Neumann algebra of type I and p a 
normal state of W. Then b, 3 b,’ n 98. 
Proof. Let y and S be as in Lemma 4.2. Let% denote the abelian 
von Neumann algebra generated by S and the center V of .%?. 
Then !23, = W n 9. In fact, if A E 9 and B ~2l’ n $# then 
p(AB) = 91(SAB) = Y(SBA) so B ES, . In particular S EBB . Let E 
denote the support of p ([2] p. 61). Since p(A) = p(AE) = p(EA) 
for all A E W, E eBq, . Since p / 23, is a trace E belongs to the center 
of 8, . In order to show 23, C %I’ n & it suffices to show S belongs to 
the center of b, . From the construction of v its support is C,(g). 
Considering gC,(g) instead of G? we may assume C,(a) = 1, 
hence that v is faithful. Now 0 = p(I - E) = F(S(I - E)), and 
S(I - E) = 0. Restricting attention to 8,E we may thus assume p 
and q~ faithful and consequently the projection onto the range of S is I. 
Since also y(S) = p(I) = 1, y 123, is a faithful normal semi-finite 
trace. By ([2] p. 89) and the uniqueness of S in!&, ([2] p. 91) S belongs 
to the center of d, as asserted. Thus Z), = 8 n 952. Since 9 is of type I, 
and ‘%I V, % is normal in W. Hence d,’ n 9 = (‘3’ n 99)’ n 9 = 
2X C%$, . The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 9 be a von Neumann algebra of type I with center 
V and p a faithful normal state of 9. Then 9 is G,-Jinite, 23p is Jinite 
of type I, and its center b,’ n W is totally atomic over V. If E is a pro- 
jection in b,’ n &? minimal relative to V then S,,E = E&?E. 
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Proof. Since p is faithful normal and Go-invariant, J%? is G,-finite. 
By Theorem 3.5 the first part of the lemma follows since by Lemma 4.3 
8,’ n 9 is the center of ?ZJ,, . Let E be a projection in BO’ n 9 which 
is minimal relative to %. By Lemma 3.2 (a,’ n 9)E = VE. Hence 
by ([2] exercise 13b, p. 307) 
B,E = ((Bo’ n 92) E)’ n E9E 
= (VE)’ n EB?E 
= E9E. 
In order to obtain the canonical integral decomposition of a state 
alluded to in the introduction of this section, the following definition 
is necessary. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let Q? be a C*-algebra and ‘p a state of a, 
say 9 = wXp, 0 7rm . Let E denote the support of w.+ in 9 = ~J’%)“. 
We say p is a local trace of M if wXp, / E9E is a trace; q~ is a localfactor 
trace if furthermore E@E is a factor, and a JLinite dimensional local 
factor trace if in addition E is finite dimensional. 
Note that since Exm = xv and xm is cyclic C,(9) = I, hence EB?E 
is a factor if and only if 9 is a factor. It should also be remarked that 
if v is a local factor trace then 9 is a semi-finite factor, and 9 is of 
type I if and only if y is finite dimensional. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let 9! be a von Neumann algebra of type I and p a 
normal state of 22. Then there exists a unique measure p on the state space 
of 92 such that 
P = 9 44v,), s 
where the integral is taken over all finite dimensional local factor traces 9) 
of 92 such that v / 8, is a factor trace. 
Proof. We first assume p is faithful. By Lemma 4.4 there is an 
orthogonal family (Ei}i,J of orthogonal projections in 23,’ n g minimal 
relative to the center V of W such that C Ei = I. Since p is 
faithful and 1 = p(C Ei) = C p(EJ, J is at most countable. Let 
p,(A) = p(E,)-l p(EiA) for A E 99. By Lemma 4.4 E&E, is finite. 
Let & denote the canonical center trace in Ei92Ei ([2] p. 267). Then 
P% = (Pi I %Ed o dJi on E,B?E, . There exists a unique measure pi on 
the state space of VEi with support contained in the closed set of pure 
states such that 
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Therefore 
Let wi denote the state wi(A) = w(&(EiAEi)) of 9. Then wf is a 
factor state. In fact, there is a Hilbert space %$ , a representation 
rT2 of 92 on Yi , and a unit vector xi in Xi cyclic under z-~(%‘) such that 
wi = w 0 i-r%. Since E&?Ei is finite of type I and w is a pure state 
of VEi :’ w 0 #i is a factor state of E,WE, , indeed a factor trace. 
Therefore, 
for some n. Let Fi = TJE~). Then F,ni(W)Fi z M, . Hence 
Fpri(.%?)” Fi c M, . Since xi E Fi is cyclic, the central carrier of Fi 
in ~c(9)” is I. Thus 7ri(9)” is a factor, and wi is a factor state as 
asserted, indeed a finite dimensional local factor trace. 
Let p = C p(EJ pi , be considered as a measure on the state space 
of 9. Then 
From the above the integral is taken over finite dimensional local 
factor traces of 23 which restricted to 23, are factor traces. Since 
the normalized traces of 23, form a simplex the extreme points of 
which are factor traces [17] the uniqueness of p follows. 
Finally, if p is not necessarily faithful, let E denote the support 
of p. By the same argument as above, if y is a factor (resp. pure) 
state of E%‘E then the state A --t v(EAE) is a factor (resp. pure) 
state of 9. Therefore the preceding part of the proof applies. The 
proof is complete. 
A consequence of the above proof is a structure theorem for the 
GO-invariant projection of a type I algebra W onto 23,’ n 92’ with p 
a faithful normal state. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let W be a von Neumann algebra of type I. Let p 
be a faithful, normal state of 92. Let {Ei} denote an orthogonal family 
of projections in 23,’ n 92 minimal relative to the center V of 9%'. Let #i 
denote the.center trace of the Jinite von Neumann algebra B,Ei . Let @ 
denote the normal GO-invariant projection of 9 onto 23,’ n 52. Then 
@P(A) = C ME&G) 
% 
for all A in W, where the sum is taken in the sense of weak convergence. 
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Remark 4.8. Let 9? be a von Neumann algebra of type I and p a 
normal state of 9%‘. Let E denote the support of p. From Lemma 4.4 
we deduce the existence of a canonical normal projection t,A of E+%E 
onto (S,’ A W)E invariant under the automorphisms induced by 
unitaries in b,E. Let @ : 9 + (!I& n W)E by @(A) = z,fr(EAE). 
Let u be the measure on the pure states of (S,l n g)E such that 
p ) (B,,’ n 2%‘) E = 
I 
w dv(w). 
Then the measure p in Theorem 4.6 equals Q*(V); in other words if 
AEW then 
f(4 = j @*(w)m Ww), 
where Q*(w) is a finite dimensional local factor trace of W for all w. 
In fact, to show this we may assume p faithful and thus by Corollary 4.7 
in that notation @(A) = I: &(E,AE,). Therefore, if A E W then if vi 
denotes v restricted to the pure states of (S,,’ n .9) Ei , 
But from the proof of Theorem 4.6 vi = p(EJ pi . Hence the assertion 
follows. 
Let 02 be a C*-algebra and p a state of U. Say p = wX 0 rP, and 
let W = ~~(02)~. If 99 is of type I Theorem 4.6 is applical%e to wXP .
However, we cannot in general conclude that the states 9 0 r,, are 
factor states of QI. In order to do this we shall assume GY has continuous 
trace, see ([3] 4.5.2). We shall need the following probably well 
known result. 
LEMMA 4.9. Let 6X be a C*-algebra with continuous trace. If TT is 
a representation of 0 then every functional in the w*-closure of the 
pure states of n(a) is proportional to a pure state. 
Proof. Let b,) b e a net of pure states of n(a) converging in the 
w*-topology to p, Since the map r* is w*-continuous, rr*(pJ -+ r*(p). 
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Since r*(pol) is a pure state of GY, z-*(p) is proportional to a pure state 
([3] 4.5.3) and ([6] Thm. 6). Th us p is proportional to a pure state 
of ?r(@). 
The next theorem can easily be obtained from ([22] Thm. 4.9); we 
include a complete and different proof, thus showing how our approach 
can be used to study integral decompositions of some C*-algebras. 
In the proof of Theorem 4.16 we shall use a slightly different technique 
on some other C*-algebras. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let a be a C*-algebra with continuous trace and p 
a state of Q?. Then there is a canonical measure p on the state space of GZ 
such that 
where the integral is taken over the Jinite dimensional local factor traces 
of Gr. 
Proof. Let p = wXP o rr, and let $JJ? = nD(GY)“. Then J&? is a 
von Neumann algebra of type I ([3] 5.5.2). If we can show the theorem 
for wXP on no(@) the theorem follows for p by consideration of V*(Y) 
and n*(p). We may therefore assume &% = GY’ and p = wXP is a normal 
state of 2 and that the conclusions of Lemma 4.9 hold for a. By 
Theorem 4.6 and its proof there exists a canonical measure I”’ on 
s(a) such that 
where 9 is a factor state of type I of 9 for all v, and each p is of the 
form v = (1 /n) CL, vpi with q+ unitarily equivalent pure states of W. 
Since p 1 GZ is a state y j GZ is a state for almost all F. Let TV denote the 
measure on S(a) obtained from p’ by application to the restriction 
of the states of @ to GZ. Then p = jvdp(y). It remains to be shown 
that if 4p / GZ is a state and p on .%? is a factor state y = (1 /n) CT=“=, vi 
as above then q~ ) IY is a finite dimensional local factor trace. Say 
Fj = Ox, 0 r with r an irreducible representation of J%?? on a Hilbert 
space ~$7. Then wX 0 v is a pure state of &Y for all unit vectors x E %. 
By ([5] Thm. 5) wX 0 77 is in the closure of the set of pure states of a, 
hence by Lemma 4.9 is proportional to a pure state of Q!. A priori, 
wX 0 7~ is a pure state of d, the C*-algebra generated by a and I. 
Therefore n(a) is irreducible or is the scalars. In the former case 
rr(O!) is irreducible, in which case the q’i are unitarily equivalent pure 
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state of a. In the latter case z-(0!) is the scalars, in which case the 
qi coincide on Q!. Therefore in both cases q is a finite dimensional 
local factor trace of &‘. The proof is complete. 
By ([J] 4.5.5) every postluminal (=GCR = type I) C*-algebra GZ 
has a composition series (JQ of closed two-sided ideals of /91 such 
that $E,,/$a has continuous trace. Climbing up such a composition 
series it is possible to extend Theorem 4.10 to postluminal C*- 
algebras, see e.g. the proof of ([12] Thm. 4.10). We leave the details 
to the reader. 
We shall have occasion to make use of the following 
LEMMA 4.11. Let 92 be a son Neumann algebra of type I. Then 
there exists an abelian van Neumann subalgebra ‘$3 of &! and a faithful 
normal projection @ of 52 onto 23 such that @ is invariant under every 
automorphism of 92 leaving 8 elementwise fixed. 
Proof. A straightforward Zorn’s lemma argument shows the 
existence of a family {p,} of normal states of 8 such that if E, denotes 
the support of pO then the E, are orthogonal and C E, = I. Let 
23, = (%L& n 9) E, . Let % = (C8,)“. By Lemma 4.3 b is an abelian 
von Neumann algebra containing the center of 8. Let G denote the 
group of automorphisms of 9?? of the form A + UAW’ with U 
unitary in 8’ n 9’. Clearly, (S’ n 97) E, CBOWE, (cf. the proof of 
Lemma 3.4). Thus pa is G-invariant. Since the sum of the supports 
of the pW is I, 9 is G-finite. An application of Theorem 2.6 completes 
the proof. 
It should be remarked that if 8, is rather chosen as a maximal 
abelian subalgebra of !BDaE, , then 23 turns out to be maximal abelian 
in 9. 
For the rest of the paper the C*-algebra Q? will be the infinite tensor 
product of type I von Neumann algebras. We shall show the analogue 
of Theorem 4.10 for product states of U. The setting of some of the 
lemmas is slightly more general. 
LEMMA 4.12. Let ai be a C*-algebra with identity for i in an 
index set J. Let pi be an abelian F-algebra and Qi a positive lineur 
map of QZi into & such that Oi(I) = I, i E J. Then there exists a unique 
positive linear map denoted by @F Qi of @J* @, into @f Di such that 
for A, E OZi , Ai = I for almost all i. 
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Proof. Let X, be a compact Hausdorff space such that ~3~ z C(X,). 
Let X = n, X, with the product topology. By ([16] Thm. 6) 
Of C(X,) c C(X), th e isomorphism being implemented by the 
homeomorphism @* fzi -+ (xi) of the pure states of 07 C(XJ 
onto X, where fz, denotes the evaluation at the point xi, ([7] p. 19). 
Identify g$ with C(X,) and 07 C(X,) with C(X). Let K be a finite 
subset of J. On the algebraic tensor product Q&G& define 
OK @i : OK C& -+ C(X) by linearity and 
T @i ($4) = (9 @i(4) 0 z 
Let x = (xi) E X and fz = @* fzi the corresponding state of C(X). 
Then for A = ZQOKAi~Qx&, 
since && 0 Qi is a state. Since this holds for all pure states of C(X), 
110 @iv) )) < II A II* 
K 
Thus BKQi is bounded, so extends by continuity to a bounded 
linear map @$ @$ of 0; G& into C(X). Furthermore, since 
f, o @$ Qc = @$ fz o ot is a state of Q$ a$ for each pure state of 
C(X), @j$ @i is positive. The proof is now completed by a straight- 
forward inductive limit argument, cf. proof of ([7] Prop. 2.9). 
LEMMA 4.13. Let G& be a C*-algebra with identity for i in an 
index set J. Let 9$ be an abelian C*-subalgebra of Oli containing the 
identity in 6’& . Let G, be a group of automorphisms of Oc, and @$ a 
G+variant projection of Old onto LBc . Let Ol = Qy iZi , and let 
$8 = Q$ ZBi be considered as a subalgebra of Gl. Let G denote the semi- 
direct product of the Gi considered as automorphisms of GZ. Then 
@ = Q$ @d is G-invariant. Furthermore, if pc is a GS-invariant state 
of GYi such that pi = (pi 1 Bi) o @i and p = QT pz , then p = (p 1 9) 0 @. 
The proof is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.12. 
LEMMA 4.14. Let GYi be a von Neumann algebra of type I, i E J. 
Let a = QT G& . For each i let p$ be a normal state of Ul$ with support 
l$ . Then there exists an abelian eon Neumann subalgebra SS$ of U& 
such that Ei E giand giEi = (!Bi, n G&) Ei and a faithful normal 
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projection d>, of 6!ti onto 9i such that pi = (pi 1 9i) 0 @t . If p = @T pi 
and Sp = @,T @i then p = (p 1 @,,* Bi) 0 @. 
Proof. Let di and I,J& be, respectively an abelian von Neumann 
subalgebra and a projection on di of (I - I&) gi(l - Ei) as con- 
structed in Lemma 4.11. Let qi denote the projection of E.@<Ei 
onto (BL, n a,) E, found by Lemma 4.4. Let Q’i = (2Ji, n !‘lj) Es + Bf 
and Qi the projection of QXi onto gi defined by 
@&4) = 7)#&4Ei) + &((Z - Ei) A(Z - E,)). 
Then pi(A) = (pi 1 2%) o qi(E,AE,) = (pi 1 Bi) o @J/l). By Lemma 4.1 
pi is G,,%-invariant. By Lemma 4.13 p = (p @)f Si) 0 @. 
LEMMA 4.15. Let Ri be a C*-algebra with identity for i = 1, 2,... 
Let pi = wzi o ri be a state of GYi (write xi = x,,~ , rri = rrOpi). Let Fi 
denote the support of wsi in 9?‘i = ri(GYi)“. Let Ol = 0” Oli, 
p = a* pi = wg 0 rrp . Let G, = @El F, @ I E 92 = n,(Oil)“. Then 
the sequence G, loonverges strongly to the support G of wFp on 9. In 
particular, if each Xi is separating for Bi then x, is separattng for :2. 
Proof. By ([7] Prop. 2.9) X, = @xi and 7rp = @*%rri. Now 
Fi = [W,‘x,], hence. G,x, = x, . Since the sequence {G,) is mono- 
tonically decreasing its strong limit exists ([2] p. 331) and is a pro- 
jection G. Since Gx, = lim G,x,, = x, , G 2 [g’xp], the support of 
wz in 9’. Let y E G, let E > 0. Choose an integer n so that there 
exkts yT1 in @y=r XDi such that 
Let X, = (@~=~Fi)yn . Then X, @ (@i>n xi> = G,(Y, 0 (Oir,n xi>>- 
Therefore, 
Vectors of the form C &“=, Aixi, A,’ E: 9; are dense in 
&“=, Fi = @T=r [.&?i’Xi]. Therefore zz, can be a uniformly approxi- 
mated by such a vector. The operator (C OF=“=, Ai’) @ I E @ 9Zi’ C 9’. 
Therefore, z, @ (@i,n xi) E [#xP], and [&“x,] is dense in G. There- 
fore they are equal. The proof is complete. 
We can now prove the last integral decomposition theorem in this 
section. 
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THEOREM 4.16. Let CI$ be a won Neumann algebra of type I for 
i = 1, 2,.... Let pi be a normal state of 6Y, . Let GZ = @* 6Yi , 
p = @* pi . Then there exists a canonical measure p on S(a) such that 
P = i 9J44vh 
where the integral is taken over product states which are local factor 
traces. 
Proof. Let gi, Qi , @ be as in Lemma 4.14. Let Xi be a compact 
Hausdorff space such that &@$ s C(X,). Let vi be a measure on X, 
such that 
pi 1 Bi = 
I w dv,(w). 
By Remark 4.8, if pi is the measure on S(G&) found in Theorem 4.6 
such that 
Pi = 1 f?J44?4 
then ,.A{ = @(*(Ye). Let X = n Xi with the product topology. 
By ([16] Thm. 6) C(X) e @* !~3~ = 9. Let v = jJ vi . Then 
clearly 
p j 23 = J-, W dV(W). 
Furthermore, by Lemma 4.14 
p = @*(p 1 SB) = j 
X 
Q*(w) d+J) = j Y 44’ph 
where p = D*(V). Since the support of v consists of pure states 
@* wi the support of p consists of states of the form @* oi 0 @$. 
Since pc = Gi**(vi) it follows from Theorem 4.6 that each w( 0 Qr 
is a finite dimensional local factor trace of GZi . Say wi o @+ = wzi 0 rri 
with ni a factor representation of GZ{ , in fact by Theorem 4.6 rri is 
a finite multiple of an irreducible representation. Let Fi denote 
the support of wzc( in 9?$ = ~&a~)“. Let q~ = @* wi o @$ = wz. o rrcp . 
Then rra = @*%J?T~ and is a factor representation of GZ ([7] Cor. 2.1). 
Let G, = (&“, FJ @ I E W = w,(@)“. By Lemma 4.15 the sequence 
{G,} converges strongly to the support G of wx. in 9. Since 
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wzp, I G,((c% %) 0 1) G, is a trace for all n, it follows exactly as 
in the proof of ([1.5] Thm. 2.2) that wsq 1 GBG is a trace. Thus v is a 
local factor trace for each 9. 
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